BECAUSE LIVE IS A

JOURNEY

THE HEART OF MOROCCO

TAILOR
MADE
EXCURSIONS

EXCURSIONS
AND HIGHLIGHTS
Discover

Atlas Mountains

• Beautiful
valleys
• Berber’s life
• Incl. lunch
• Fullday

Asni the red valley, Toubkal mountains, Imlil valley
The trip takes a full day beginning by Asni “the red valley” via the road of Amizmiz. Then following the road to discover this beautiful
valley with its pink stone houses. The roads run alongside the Toubkal mountains till Imlil valley, a lovely trip taking you in the heart of
the berbers life.

Discover
• Gardening art
• Horse carriage
• Half day
The Hidden Gardens
Visit the most beautiful gardens in
Marrakech
A half day to discover the most beautiful gardens in the city. Beginning by the famous Majorelle gardens, former residence of the french
painter J.Majorelle. True work of art in three dimensions with green / blue shades . Continue with the centenary Menara olive groves,
centered by huge rectangular basin formerly used to irrigate the plantations of the city. Then you will be taken along the ramparts of the
old city by horse drawn carriage.

Enjoy
• Visit local
market
• Taste the meals
Cooking Class
Discover the secrets of Moroccan
cuisine
We invite you to discover the secret of traditional Moroccan cuisine, Aroma, spices and local flavors. You start with a new experience :
visit of the local market, and you will end by tasting the cooked meals
Meeting Point Morocco | Immeuble Atlas Agherrabi | Avenue Abdelkrim Al Khattabi |
40000 Marrakech | Tel: +212 5 243 680 00

Have Fun

Buddha Bar

• Buddha Bar
Marrakech
• Amazing
interiour
• VIP dinner

The place to be!
An evening full of vibrations and cultures. Buddha Bar Marrakech amazes us by a journey out of time between orient and occident.
Dazzling height, opulent decoration, magnificence of colors, fragrances and cultural influences, carved wood, noble and precious materials, mirrors and paintings adorning the walls, the place to be!

Be Amazed

Essaouira

• History
• Argan
plantation
• Incl. lunch
• Fullday

The ancient Mogador
Thanks to its collection of mosaics, the Bardo museum has gained an international reputation for the richest, the most varied and the
most refined collection. Amongst the finest pieces it holds are the representation of Virgil surrounded by muses, or the pavement of
Dionysos giving Ikarios the gift of the vine, or another celebrating the triumph of Neptune, to mention only a few of the key exhibits. But
these are not the museum’s only assets.

Explore

Discover Marrakech
A whole day dedicated to the visit of
the red city.
A whole day dedicated to the visit of the red city. Combining historic visits and excursion in the souks.
During the day, enjoy your lunch to test the delicious Moroccan cuisine.
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• Historic sites
• Souk
• Incl. Lunch
• Fullday

